Unprecedented levels of security for cyber-physical networks

Where security matters - silicon based security at the Edge
Traditional cyber security solutions are software based and do not
protect networks beyond Ethernet and the Internet Protocols (IP).
Below this level, control systems use protocols and logic that
connect real world devices that are often real-time and safety
critical. The cyber-physical domain where the Internet interfaces
with physical devices at the edge of the networks.

Silicon based security - Hardsec
Blueskytec implement security in silicon
- FPGAs, this is known as Hardsec
(https://hardsec.org).

In an increasingly connected world, control systems are the core
components of national infrastructure - the fabric of society in
energy, transport, manufacturing, distribution and data centres.
These networks are also increasingly being targeted by
adversaries as a weak point to access well protected enterprise
systems, induce physical impacts, possibly at scale and
endangering life, businesses, economies and national resilience.
Blueskytec uniquely secure control systems from cyber-attacks at
the device and device protocol level. ‘Edge Point Cyber Security’.
Applications range from IoT (Internet of Things), complex
Industrial IoT (IIoT) control systems, operational technology (OT)
and infrastructure, even space-based systems. Security even
against the next generation of artificial intelligence (AI) cyberattacks powered by quantum computers.
A low cost ‘system of systems’ solution providing unprecedented
levels of security at device level and independent telemetry for
enhanced resilience, anomaly detection and central configuration
management including adding applications.
Blueskytec’s T-HUMS
Edge Point Security Module
(EPSM) and Tracker

Software powered the information
revolution but with it came the problem
of security problem. Software alone
cannot achieve the levels of security,
performance and reliability necessary
where it matters
- at the edge of the networks.
FPGAs provide a low-cost simple
solution. They process tens of
thousands of logic elements in parallel
each clock cycle where software
executes line by line.
Silicon also provides an impregnable
security boundary that provides 100%
authentication and anti-tamper protected
to ensure devices cannot be copied,
modified or tampered with.

Blueskytec’s T-HUMS Edge Point Security Module (EPSM)
Blueskytec’s T-HUMS EPSM (“Thumbs”) secures edge point
devices, it is also a self-contained tracker and health and usage
monitoring system (HUMS) for maintenance and resilience.
The small form factor IoT module provides complete security to
edge point devices and its independent telemetry sensors (GPS,
voice, noise, vibration, power and current) provide additional
anomaly protection that can also be used by control system
engineers to provide additional system features and applications.

 Low cost cyber secure tracker and
health & usage monitor (HUMS) sensor
 Also secures third party network edge
devices when integrated at circuit level
or as a form factor security appliqué
 Massively scalable multi-level, multi-role
security, even for legacy systems
 Open standard interfaces with ‘Plug and
Play’ configurability and upgradeability
 Integration with Blueskytec’s US-EPM
assures complete security across the
Internet - know your Cloud is secure

To illustrate the unique degree of re-configuration available on
these small devices, one customer used T-HUMS as a cyber secure
tracker for their assets across the ‘Cloud’ and then asked us to
implement cash-less point of sales to the assets, all centrally
configured, remotely distributed and secured using T-HUMS.
Control of the edge point devices can be configured to be fully
passive or fully active to protect the edge point devices and
prevent all access to any power, signal, man-machine or
configuration interfaces. All the interfaces are then physically and
electronically secure, anti-tamper protected and independently
monitored.
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Blueskytec’s Ultra-Secure End Point Manager (US-EPM)
Blueskytec’s Ultra Secure End Point Manager (US-EPM)* connects
tens of thousands of T-HUMS EPSM to monitor and secure your
assets and provide central control and communications. It can
also be utilised at the edge of the cloud to ensure your Cloud
services are ultra-secure, whoever operates them.

Blueskytec’s
Ultra-Secure End Point Manager
(US-EPM)

This connectivity can be a hosted service from Blueskytec’s
secure site or at your own facilities.
To indicate the degree of scalability available, each US-EPM can
be one, two, three or more rack units high and each unit can
accommodate six to eight modules that can each accommodate
tens of thousands of devices, edge points and end points (IP).
Each module provides all the secure functionality of Blueskytec’s
Key Space Gateway (KSG)* enabling limitless secure closed user
groups or roles to be configured for multi-level, multi-role
security.
For demanding IIoT environments requiring more interfaces and
processing, T-HUMS EPSM and US-EPM can be complemented
with Blueskytec’s ICS Protect* and Blueskytec’s ICS Monitor* to
protect, independently monitor and analyse control systems and
identify anomalies using Blueskytec’s artificial intelligence and
machine learning module (AIMLM*).

Blueskytec’s complete cyber
security range powered by
Hardsec

 Complete security across the Cloud
 Secure integration of edge points, end
points, OT/IT and enterprise networks
 Massively scalable multi-level, multi-role
security even for legacy systems
 Open standard interfaces with ‘Plug and
Play’ configurability and upgradeability

Blueskytec’s complete defence in depth Hardsec range
For complete confidence in the cyber security of your entire
enterprise, Blueskytec’s Cyber Incident Resilience and Response
(CIRR*) system provides a low cost, alternative to Cyber Security
Operations Centres (CSOC) and cyber security professionals.
These assets are complex, expensive and highly specialised.
However, where such resources are available the Blueskytec
product range protects your networks and uniquely provides the
sensors for your CSOC, AI tools and analysts way beyond IP and
Ethernet and deep into the control systems and devices.

 Cyber security protection for millions of
edge points and across the Cloud
 Protection beyond IP and Ethernet to
control systems and physical devices
 Low cost alternative to costly CSOC
and cyber specialists
 Cyber exercise and incident
management
 Hardsec - where cyber security matters

*

In real time, CIRR identifies non-compliances in your IT, OT and
control systems networks against security policies, your own, or
open source security policies (Cyber Essentials or NIST for
example). CIRR also identifies risk against vulnerability and threat
intelligence databases (CVE for example) and enables the
prioritisation of any remedial action required.
CIRR also provides an integrated incident response tool that can
be used for desk top and technical cyber security exercises
integrating the Board Room, IT, operations teams and external
support. A very cost-effective way to ensure real security and
return on investment.

Overview, technical datasheets and case studies are available for each of the Blueskytec products - we also specialise in custom solutions
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